Forecasting COVID-19 Issues for People of Color with Disabilities While Advancing the Minority-Serving Institution Research Capacity Building Science: A Framework for Federal Agencies

On May 27, 2020, the Rehabilitation Research and Training Center on Research and Capacity Building for Minority Entities at Langston University (LU-RRTC) facilitated a national listening session. The purpose was to frame the context for a national novel coronavirus 2019 (COVID-19) applied disability/health and rehabilitation research and development (hereafter referred to as R&D) agenda targeting people of color with disabilities (i.e., African Americans, Latinx, Native Americans, and Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders), and forecast minority-serving institutions’ (MSIs) research capacity building needs and response strategies that empower historically Black colleges and universities (HBCUs), Hispanic-serving institutions (HSIs), Tribal colleges and universities (TCUs), and Asian American and Native American Pacific Islander-serving institutions (AANAPISIs) to participate. What we heard helped inform our development of an Emerging Conceptual Framework for Advancing the COVID-19 Science Involving People of Color with Disabilities through MSI Research Capacity Building, depicted within this brief.

Summary of Themes

The themes track the listening session’s purpose, which was to frame the context for a national COVID-19 applied disability/health and rehabilitation research agenda targeting people of color with disabilities, and to forecast MSIs’ research capacity building needs. An independent management support company (i.e., New Editions Consulting, Inc.) under contract with NIDILRR generated the summary of themes that emerged as potentially useful and important. Guiding questions 1 through 4 are abbreviated and presented with corresponding themes below.

Abbreviated Questions | Themes
--- | ---
1. What institutional capacity building challenges do MSIs experience in conducting minority COVID-19 R&D? | • Time/Staffing/Resources Challenges<br>• Infrastructure Challenges<br>• Cultural Competency Barriers<br>• Technology Barriers<br>• Budgetary Constraints
2. What external capacity building barriers do MSIs experience in carrying out minority COVID-19 research? | • Peer Reviews<br>• External Communications from Funders<br>• Partnerships and Networks<br>• Funding<br>• Funding Allocation Bias<br>• Access to Information
3. What short and long-term strategies should NIDILRR and NIH develop to enhance COVID-19 research skills? | • Increase Funding Opportunities<br>• Adapt the Funding Process<br>• Develop COVID Framework and Intermediate RFPs<br>• Increase Access to Mentors<br>• Develop Capacity Building Resources
4. In the short and long-term, what things should NIDILRR and NIH be doing to build MSIs’ research infrastructures? | • Decrease Awareness and Information Dissemination<br>• Offer Training/Mentoring<br>• Develop Support Networks<br>• Offer Grant Levels<br>• Build Partnerships
Poll Question Results (continued)

**NIDILRR should develop national absolute priorities via funding opportunity announcements (FOAs) to address the COVID-19 pandemic related health and function, employment, and community participation needs of people of color with disabilities?**

**NIDILRR should provide funding supplements (cooperative agreements) to grantees at minority-serving institutions positioned to respond rapidly to COVID-19 priorities that examine issues impacting persons of color with disabilities?**

**NIDILRR should implement a dedicated funding stream to help minority-serving institution affiliated researchers jump-start research agendas around COVID-19 and people of color with disabilities?**

**NIDILRR should continue to support research mentorship (e.g., MSI-based faculty mentorship within the LU-RRTC and ARRT Post-Doctoral Fellows) as a long-term strategy for addressing its Section-21 capacity building agenda (e.g., COVID-19 research)?**

**NIDILRR should enhance its outreach to minority-serving institutions to ensure they are familiar with its funding mechanisms and interpretation of its Long-Range Plan for supporting COVID-19 and other disability and rehabilitation R&D?**

**NIDILRR should fund collaboration and network opportunities (e.g., annual meetings) between researchers based at minority-serving institutions and researchers at research institutes?**

This framework, grounded in a new scientific capacity building paradigm that promotes MSIs as research creators, could help guide the national R&D strategy for generating solutions-focused translational interventions and policy initiatives aimed at alleviating health and function, employment, and community participation race-based disparities during the pandemic and beyond. The main objectives of the listening session were to:

1. Discuss MSI scientific workforce capacity building and institutional infrastructure needs for conducting high-quality COVID-19 research.
2. Explore key emerging research capacity building strategies and share ways to enhance early-career faculty scholars’ research skills (methods and grant writing).
3. Identify ways in which the National Institute on Disability, Independent Living, and Rehabilitation Research (NIDILRR), National Institutes of Health (NIH) and other federal research agencies can help build these institutions’ scientific capacity to participate optimally in R&D.
4. Classify key research topics and priorities within the COVID-19 context that are useful to the field.

### Background

The COVID-19, which is caused by a novel coronavirus known as SARS-CoV-2, has disrupted long-standing social, cultural, and economic norms. Since its detection in December of 2019 in Wuhan, China, the virus has spread rapidly across the world. The first confirmed case in the United States (U.S.) was reported on January 20, 2020. As of July 20, 2020, approximately 3.8 million cases were reported nationally. Of these, about 1.1 million people had recovered while approximately 143,000 had died. Unfortunately, COVID-19 mortality and morbidity cases continue to grow across the nation. Below we provide an overview of COVID-19 implications for people of color in general, followed by a discussion about individuals of color with disabilities and the pandemic.

### Disproportionate Incidence of Covid-19 Among People of Color

A growing body of empirically-derived evidence and recent commentary paint a worrisome emerging national trend showing that the COVID-19 pandemic disproportionately impacts people of color (i.e., African Americans, Latinx, Native Americans, and Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders). Specifically, individuals from these diverse populations are more likely to contract the virus and die from consequential complications. The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) evaluated data from 580 patients hospitalized with lab-confirmed COVID-19 and found that for individuals for whom race or ethnicity data were available, 33% were African American (compared to 18% in the community) while 45% were White (compared to 55% of individuals in the community). In a weekly report for the week ending July 11, 2020, the CDC indicated that of the 37,052 laboratory-confirmed COVID-19-associated hospitalized cases, 34,669 (93.6%) had information on race and ethnicity. Of these cases, Native Americans, African Americans, and Latinx had an age-adjusted hospitalization rate approximately 5.6 times, 4.6 times, and 4.6 times that of Whites, respectively.

Beyond hospitalization, serious illness resulting from infection has also translated into disparate mortality rates. A study by Raifman and Raifman found that African Americans, Native Americans, or people who were in low social-economic households were more likely to have conditions associated with increased risk of illness from COVID-19 compared to Whites or those with higher incomes. According to a new American Public Media (APM) Research Lab report, which independently compiled mortality data for Washington, D.C. and 43 states, 1 in 1,625 African Americans (or 61.6 deaths per 100,000), 1 in 2,773 Native Americans (or 36.0 deaths per 100,000), 1 in 3,550 Latinx (or 28.2 deaths per 100,000), 1 in 3,800 Asian Americans (or 26.3 deaths per 100,000), and 1 in 3,800 Whites have died (or 26.2 deaths per 100,000). Based on these findings, the researchers concluded that at least 14,400 African Americans, 1,200 Latinx, and 200 Native Americans would still be alive if they had died of the virus at the same rate as Whites. As of April 30, the Navajo nation had the third-highest per capita rate of COVID-19 in the country, after New Jersey and New York.
Evidence reveals that they are dying above their population share in Mississippi, Arizona, and New Mexico. Data for Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders are largely missing. However, information that is available indicates that they are among those impacted most. For example, in Arkansas, where they make up only about 0.3% of the state’s population, Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders comprise about 1.2% of coronavirus cases, and 1.4% (or about four times more than their share of the population) of all related deaths.13

Preliminary data generated through local governments in states (e.g., Louisiana, New York, New Jersey, Wisconsin) that collect COVID-19 morbidity and mortality data on patients’ race suggest even more troubling disparities.14,15 For example, in a report titled “An epidemic of inequities: Structural racism and COVID-19 in the Black community”, the Chicago Urban League revealed that in Chicago where they comprise 30% of the population, African Americans accounted for 60% of COVID-19 deaths as of March 31, 2020. This figure represents the highest mortality rate of any racial or ethnic group.

Moreover, the report noted that African Americans in Illinois accounted for the majority of deaths at every age except those over age 80 or older.15 In New York, Latinx accounted for 34% of all deaths from COVID-19, even though they represent only 29% of the population.

Notwithstanding health disparities most racial/ethnic minorities face in general, people of color with disabilities experience additional inequities in health and function, employment, and community living as a result of their disability and race—in effect, they face “double jeopardy”. Therefore, there is a specific need for data, translational research, and knowledge translation regarding COVID-19 disability/health, and rehabilitation disparities among individuals from these vulnerable populations.

COVID-19 and People of Color with Disabilities

Individuals with disabilities are at higher risk of contracting COVID-19 and developing severe complications or increased mortality for many reasons, including in some cases pre-existing health conditions (e.g., chronic lung disease, diabetes, or a weakened immune system), or living in institutional settings.1,6,16 For example, according to CDC adults with disabilities are three times as likely as adults without disabilities to have heart disease, stroke, diabetes, or cancer. Compared to their White counterparts, people of color with disabilities suffer a “double whammy”. First, they appear to be at greater risk of contracting the virus and dying from it. Second, they belong to a group whose disability prevalence rates among non-institutionalized working-age Whites, African Americans, Native Americans, Latinx, Asians, and individuals from some other race were 10.6%, 13.6%, 18.1%, 8.4%, 4.4%, and 9.5%, respectively.28 Research on past crises document that people of color with disabilities are more likely to lose their jobs and experience greater difficulties returning to work than Whites with disabilities during recovery.29 Even during periods of economic growth, they frequently face higher unemployment rates than Whites. For example, a 2019 national U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) report indicated that of those with disabilities, African Americans had the highest unemployment rate nationally, at 11.8%, followed by Latinx (8.6%), Asians (6.7%), and Whites (6.6%).30 In addition, while the jobless rate for Whites with a disability declined over the year, the rates for African Americans and Pacific Islanders are largely missing.

Discrimination and systemic obstacles. A substantial body of knowledge exists17-21 showing that people of color have historically experienced long-standing intersectional and multiple layers of discrimination because of their race and ethnicity. Racism is a system of structuring opportunity and assigning value based on the social interpretation of how one looks (which is what we call “race”), that unfairly disadvantages some individuals and communities, unfairly advantages other individuals and communities, and saps the strength of the whole society through the waste of human resources.22 Racism impacts health on three levels: institutionalized (structural), personally-mediated, and internalized.23 Structural racism results in differential distribution by “race” of the social determinants of health, including employment, housing, education, food, healthcare, and support systems and is a barrier to health equity.18,19

Unsurprisingly, many social determinants of health are likely to get worse among people of color with disabilities during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. This structural racism has been cultivated and maintained by an interaction of social, economic, environmental, and political structures and policies,24,25 which existed before the pandemic and continue to influence today’s interventions. Discrimination against people of color with disabilities is not limited to individuals whereas the very institutions that serve them also frequently present systemic and structural biases such as underfunding and mischaracterization of the value of knowledge they produce.26 For example, MSIs are underrepresented in the scientific knowledge production and innovation enterprise.26 Yet, data document that investigators of color, including those with disabilities, are more likely than their White counterparts to focus on disability, employment/rehabilitation, and health interplay issues that have a disproportionate impact on people of color with disabilities and their communities.26,27 Accordingly, COVID-19 policy, research, and practice responses should focus on identifying strategies for addressing historical sociocultural, economic, and political structures and policies that promote inequalities, which in turn create social and environmental conditions that facilitate entrenched disparities across these racially and ethnically diverse groups.

Diminished employment opportunities. In 2017, the disability prevalence rates among non-institutionalized working-age Whites, African Americans, Native Americans, Latinx, Asians, and individuals from some other race were 10.6%, 13.6%, 18.1%, 8.4%, 4.4%, and 9.5%, respectively.28 Research on past crises document that people of color with disabilities are more likely to lose their jobs and experience greater difficulties returning to work than Whites with disabilities during recovery.29 Even during periods of economic growth, they frequently face higher unemployment rates than Whites. For example, a 2019 national U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) report indicated that of those with disabilities, African Americans had the highest unemployment rate nationally, at 11.8%, followed by Latinx (8.6%), Asians (6.7%), and Whites (6.6%).30 In addition, while the jobless rate for Whites with a disability declined over the year, the rates for African Americans and Pacific Islanders are largely missing.

For example, according to CDC adults with disabilities are three times as likely as adults without disabilities to have heart disease, stroke, diabetes, or cancer. Compared to their White counterparts, people of color with disabilities suffer a “double whammy”. First, they appear to be at greater risk of contracting the virus and dying from it. Second, they belong to a group whose disability prevalence rates among non-institutionalized working-age Whites, African Americans, Native Americans, Latinx, Asians, and individuals from some other race were 10.6%, 13.6%, 18.1%, 8.4%, 4.4%, and 9.5%, respectively.28 Research on past crises document that people of color with disabilities are more likely to lose their jobs and experience greater difficulties returning to work than Whites with disabilities during recovery.29 Even during periods of economic growth, they frequently face higher unemployment rates than Whites. For example, a 2019 national U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) report indicated that of those with disabilities, African Americans had the highest unemployment rate nationally, at 11.8%, followed by Latinx (8.6%), Asians (6.7%), and Whites (6.6%).30 In addition, while the jobless rate for Whites with a disability declined over the year, the rates for African
Americans, Latinx, and Asians did not change. As job losses worsen due to COVID-19 prevention measures, it is highly predictable that people of color with disabilities will not only experience massive joblessness but also find it difficult to return to work post-pandemic. Therefore, it is imperative that targeted immediate and long-range strategic research, policy, and practice actions are taken to ensure timely responses that alleviate race-based disparities in employment outcomes during and post-pandemic.

**Health and function.** Generally, people of color fare far worse than their White counterparts across an expansive range of health indicators and social determinants of health. For example, the 2018 National Healthcare Quality and Disparities Report indicated that from 2000 through 2016-2017 quality measures were worse for African Americans, Native Americans, and Pacific Islanders than Whites across 40% of quality indicators. The report also revealed that Whites performed better on quality measures than Asians (27%) and Latinx (35%). The COVID-19 crisis has further potentially worsened the health status of people of color with disabilities. Plausibly, compared to their White counterparts, people of color with disabilities are at a significantly higher risk of mortality and severe disease leading to some commentators calling “blackness” an underlying condition because the pandemic appears to disproportionately impact African Americans. They may also experience increased mental illness due to historical trauma exacerbated by COVID-19 related stressors. Historical trauma refers to multigenerational trauma experienced by a specific cultural, racial or ethnic group. Even before the emergence of the COVID-19 pandemic, studies consistently showed that they experience poorer health outcomes than Whites with disabilities. A strong determinant of health access is health insurance; only a little more than half of African Americans, Native Americans, and Pacific Islanders compared to 74.8% of Whites. The barriers to accessing healthcare have been further exacerbated during the crisis, making timely and appropriate care difficult for people of color with disabilities.

**Community living and participation.** Various measures (e.g., social distancing, stay-at-home orders) employed to prevent the spread of COVID-19 have radically disrupted community living and participation arrangements and opportunities among all people. People of color with disabilities’ independent living aspirations are particularly at higher risk of being disproportionately impacted because they are more likely to be unemployed, work in low-wage essential jobs, live in crowded neighborhoods that make it challenging to enact physical and social distancing, face accessibility barriers in obtaining relevant information, and experience limited transportation, among other barriers. Furthermore, research studies show that disparities in community living outcomes were already larger for them even prior to the COVID-19 pandemic. Therefore, a clear need exists to increase the field’s understanding about their COVID-19 community living contextual experiences and outcomes. New scientific knowledge is also needed to inform innovative short-term, intermediate, and long-range policy and practice frameworks that help create resilient social and community environments, which promote their complete integration and participation in social, economic, and political processes.

**Assistive technology.** As the pandemic evolves, the use of technology applications are increasingly becoming the norm. Consequently, the need for assistive technology (AT) to assist people with disabilities navigate the new normal (e.g., participate in the labor market and receive needed healthcare services) has become even more urgent. Universal AT access is an essential part of human life that provides critical links to many opportunities, including but not limited to employment, community participation, and education. Unfortunately, people of color with disabilities are at higher risk of not having access to AT, given that they have a documented history of experiencing multiple barriers such as denied access to AT funding sources. The evidence suggests that COVID-19 threatens to further marginalize them. This outcome can be prevented through a strategic, comprehensive, and integrated response. Thus, MSIs and their affiliated researchers must play a central role in advancing the science that addresses the pandemic-related AT needs of people of color with disabilities.

**Minority-Serving Institutions and COVID-19**

As COVID-19 implications among people of color in general have become clearer, so has its potential for negatively impacting the health and function, employment, and community participation experiences of those with disabilities. In their seminal study investigating barriers to HBCU participation in the federal disability and rehabilitation R&D enterprise, Moore and his colleagues issued a “call to action” to NIDILRR and NIH to develop new policy initiatives that situate MSIs as pivotal players in addressing crises disproportionately impacting communities of color, such as this pandemic. Within the context of racial/ethnic health and rehabilitation inequities, this agenda raises some important questions. For example, what role should MSIs play in advancing the COVID-19 science that leads to improved employment, health and function, and community living outcomes among people of color with disabilities? What is the link between the under-participation of MSIs in R&D and disparities illuminated by the pandemic? What policy and research actions are needed to strengthen MSIs’ ability to advance COVID-19 science involving individuals of color with disabilities? In the following sub-section, we attempt to briefly answer these questions.

**Strengthening the response of minority-serving institutions to the pandemic.** Understanding and adequately responding to COVID-19 challenges faced by people of color with disabilities depends on sound and culturally competent action research to inform decision making. To this end, MSIs will continue to play a critical role as vibrant centers of intellectual inquiry and engines of scientific discovery and innovation, leading to solutions to complex national and global problems, particularly those with cultural nuance such as COVID-19 disparities. These institutions are inherently linked to the communities of color they serve, but they are
also intrinsically linked to the country’s R&D ecosystem. Accordingly, there is increasing recognition that MSIs are well-positioned to partner with NIDILRR and other federal research agencies (i.e., NIH; Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality [AHRQ]; and National Science Foundation [NSF]) that sponsor disability/health and rehabilitation research to answer complex COVID-19 questions.

There are three broad drivers behind this recognition. First, MSIs employ researchers to include those with disabilities who have multidisciplinary expertise needed to assist the field in surmounting COVID-19 and future pandemic implications across health and function, employment, and community participation outcome domains. Currently, investigators at these institutions are at the forefront of advancing the science, which includes research capacity building knowledge that contributes to the fight against COVID-19, and its negative impacts. For instance, the LU-RRTC is currently field-testing and conducting various scaled-up longitudinal evaluations of mentorship and research infrastructure models at select MSIs that aim to build this capacity. The pandemic, however, might warrant additional model refinements and/or new strategies altogether. There remains an urgent need to develop a critical mass of well-trained researchers, including those with disabilities, at MSIs to lead culturally competent COVID-19 scientific inquiries that inform policy decisions and translate findings into interventions mitigating the effects of the pandemic and long-standing inequities.

Second, these institutions can serve as a pipeline component for diversifying the scientific workforce that provides evidence-based solutions to COVID-19 issues experienced by people of color with disabilities. An abundance of evidence shows that diversity matters. However, the federal disability/health, and rehabilitation research enterprise lacks the critical mass of researchers of color needed to generate new scientific knowledge and innovations that can be used to improve outcomes and experiences. Indubitably, one of the major contributors to current national disparities is their gross under-participation, including those at MSIs across the R&D landscape. MSIs can play a critical role in increasing the pool of available researchers, including those with disabilities, who can help ensure that COVID-19 scientific knowledge and its methods of investigation (e.g., identification of the problem, development of research questions and/or hypotheses, data collection and analysis, interpretation of findings, and translation of new knowledge from the bench into the hands of the people who can put the information to practical use) are not disconnected from respective racial/ethnic groups’ history, cultural context, and worldview. In addition, full integration of MSIs into the federally-funded R&D ecosystem will ensure that COVID-19 research information is both culturally appropriate and accessible to people of color with disabilities.

Third, there is an urgent need for a paradigm shift with emphasis on building robust research infrastructure and systems at MSIs to ensure they play a more significant role in generating new scientific knowledge needed to provide solutions to COVID-19 problems impacting members of target populations. Historically, R&D has been conducted by White investigators targeting primarily White research participants; the “gold standard” with regard to the traditional scientific paradigm that has tended to project incorrect assumptions about effectiveness when unquestionably transferred to people of color.

Public policy such as Section 21 of the 1998 Rehabilitation Act Amendments (Pub. L. 93-112) and Minority Health and Health Disparities Research and Education Act of 2000 (Pub. L. 106-525) serve as the impetus for this new paradigm that emphasizes greater MSI participation in disability/health and rehabilitation R&D agendas. In practice, however, progress in empowering these institutions to engage in R&D spaces (e.g., COVID-19 science) has been too slow. Consequently, the continued marginalization of these institutions and their affiliated researchers from optimal participation in federally sponsored R&D has been increasingly linked to a cascade of suboptimal employment, health and function, and community participation and living experiences and outcomes among persons of color with disabilities. The pandemic provides policymakers and federal research agencies an opportunity to invest in strengthening the capacity of these institutions to conduct not only robust pandemic-related R&D, but also be prepared to respond rapidly to future crises.

### Participants

Participants were faculty members and researchers in the disability, health, and rehabilitation field (e.g., nursing, physical therapy, rehabilitation counseling, occupational therapy, medicine, social work, disability law, special education, mental health, substance abuse, and engineering/assistive technology) at HBCUs, HSIs, TCU, and AANAPISIs. Other stakeholders interested in research involving people of color with disabilities participated, including faculty members and researchers based at predominantly White institutions (PWIs), research institute/foundation investigators, individuals with disabilities, and service providers. A total of 238 individuals registered to participate.

### Setting of the Context

The agenda for the approximately two-hour Zoom video conference listening session began with presentations given by Dr. Kristi Hill, Dr. Camara Phyllis Jones, and Dr. Corey L. Moore. Their talks underscored the need to explore policy, practice, and research capacity building strategies that could be considered for effectively responding to short-term, intermediate, and long-range challenges that COVID-19 might present for people of color with disabilities. Dr. Hill, Acting Director at NIDILRR, discussed how COVID-19 has affected the agency’s research, including the questions they are asking to address knowledge gaps about the impact of COVID-19 on people with disabilities. She also remarked on NIDILRR’s understanding of the importance of cultural competence in research and its commitment to investing in meaningful research programs at MSIs; and the agency’s recognition of the significant value of conducting applied research and data collection efforts with individuals of color with disabilities.
Finally, she noted that NIDILRR looked forward to hearing input from the field during the listening session to inform and advance the agency’s understanding of this issue.

Dr. Jones, the 2019-2020 Evelyn Green Davis Fellow at the Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study at Harvard University and an Adjunct Associate Professor at the Morehouse School of Medicine, was the Keynote speaker. She presented her “Dual Reality: A Restaurant Saga” allegory illustrating how racism structures Open/Closed signs in our society, creating a dual reality. Dr. Jones defined racism as a system of structuring opportunity and assigning value based on the social interpretation of how one looks (which is what we call “race”), that unfairly disadvantages some individuals and communities, unfairly advantages other individuals and communities, and saps the strength of the whole society through the waste of human resources. This definition, as she stated, can be generalized to define any system of structured inequity. For example, able-ism is a system of structuring opportunity and assigning value based on ability status, that unfairly disadvantages some, unfairly advantages others, and saps the strength of the whole society through the waste of human resources. She explained that racism is the root cause of the disproportionate impact of COVID-19 on communities of color. For example, African Americans are more likely to be infected because they are more exposed and less protected. Once infected, they are more likely to die because they are more burdened by chronic diseases with less access to healthcare. The mechanisms of racism resulting in this disproportionate impact include structures which are the who, what, when, and where of decision-making (e.g., racial segregation of housing, education, and jobs; disproportionate incarceration); policies which are the written how of decision-making (e.g., limited personal protective equipment for low-wage essential workers); practices and norms which are the unwritten how of decision-making (e.g., location of testing centers and testing strategy); and values which are the why of decision-making (e.g., hierarchy of valuation of human life in Crisis Standards of Care). Dr. Jones indicated that understanding the research gaps as they relate to COVID-19 is necessary in addressing the needs of people of color with disabilities.

Dr. Moore (LU-RRTC Principal Investigator [PI]) reflected on Dr. Jones’s presentation and discussed the disproportionate impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on people of color in general, and the research gap that a lack of attention on those with disabilities has created across the disability/health and rehabilitation field. This gap, he noted, requires increased participation of MSIs in related R&D. Consequently, he issued a “call to action” for MSI-based faculty scholars to collaborate with other MSIs, PWIs, and research institutes/foundations and study emerging pandemic related disability/health and rehabilitation issues. MSIs that include HBCUs, HSIs, TCUs, and AANAPISI can shape the discourse around COVID-19 and implications for persons of color with disabilities. This listening session was an opportunity to begin that conversation.

### Procedures

The speeches were followed by a facilitated discussion, which allowed participants to share their perspectives freely. This conversation was guided by five core questions and was not recorded. Participant responses were captured through live discussion and comments posted to the Zoom video conferencing chat feature. They also had the opportunity to provide feedback via an online query 24 hours after the listening session. New Editions Consulting Inc., an independent management support company under contract with NIDILRR, provided professional notetaking services for the discussion and generated a summary of themes and sub-themes from the proceedings.

### Key Themes and Recommendations

The core questions followed by verbatim key themes and sub-themes are presented in sequence below. The recommendations, positioned under sub-themes, were informed by the discussion and most up-to-date extant literature on MSI research capacity building. Together, these actionable items could potentially help stimulate competitive R&D to alleviate disability/health and rehabilitation disparities among people of color with disabilities exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic.

#### 1. What internal institutional research infrastructure and capacity building challenges do minority-serving institutions experience that might prevent them from participating in COVID-19 disability/health and rehabilitation science involving people of color with disabilities?

**Time/Staffing/Resources Challenges**
- Faculty are burdened with heavy teaching loads and have limited time to dedicate to research. It is difficult to balance teaching, research, and service when faculty compensation focuses on teaching.
- Lack of necessary equipment.
- Limited staffing.
- There is a lack of top-down direction and/or interest in the topic.

**Actionable Recommendation:** MSI academic division, school, and department leaders should do more to address time/staffing/resource issues that might impede faculty scholars from participating in COVID-19 and other disability/health and rehabilitation research. There may be a need to develop new or strengthen existing on-campus initiatives that (a) protect their time that can be devoted to conducting research and grant writing through teaching commitment reductions, (b) provide them with requisite state-of-the-technology equipment (e.g., personal computers, laptop computers, printers, qualitative (e.g., statistical package for the social sciences [SPSS]) and qualitative [e.g., NIVivo] data management software) to support scientific endeavors, and (c) incentivize research productivity through generous compensation packages upon winning federal research grants; a highly touted outcome achieved under fierce competition that actualize needed external resources and enhanced personal and institutional prestige for the winner.
Infrastructure Challenges

- Lack of leadership.
- No existing infrastructure within the school to handle healthcare issues.
- TCU with no tenure track and no research requirements for faculty results in a limited environment to cultivate research.
- Accessing up-to-date research articles via databases relevant to the area of research is a challenge.
- COVID-19 is new to researchers.
  - Researchers are now rushing to change their research agenda to begin investigations.
  - Given the nature of COVID-19, researchers cannot use traditional approaches with participants.
  - The use of personal protective equipment and social distancing requirements may limit research protocols.

Actionable Recommendation: MSI presidents and chief academic and research officers should work together to minimize infrastructure issues that could discourage their faculty scholars from participating in COVID-19 R&D and other disability/health and rehabilitation studies. They should support creative measures that bridge the healthcare knowledge gap by collating interdisciplinary research teams and networks inclusive of their faculty scholars and those from other MSIs, PWIs, and research institutes/foundations. In particular, TCU administrators might consider, in conjunction with their Tribal councils and elders, establishing “tenure and promotion” guidelines that incentivize their faculty scholars to engage in relevant research. Such new protocols would recognize the importance of service to Native communities, teaching, and Indigenous research. Furthermore, additional library resources (i.e., comprehensive journal subscription databases) are needed at MSIs. They might also consider becoming a part of university consortia that provide less costly access to larger library journal subscription databases.

Cultural Competency Barriers

- Lack of understanding of the need for minority-focused research.
- Disability is not a priority research area.
- Lack of bilingual research capacities and lack of bilingual supports in the rehabilitation counseling and disability fields.

Actionable Recommendation: MSI-based faculty scholars in disability/health and rehabilitation disciplines should work harder to increase the visibility of their minority-focused research thrusts across the field through peer-reviewed publications, and within their respective institutions via administrative reports and meetings to (a) increase the value for research involving persons of color with disabilities in COVID-19 context, (b) promote disability as an important priority, and (c) demonstrate the need for bilingual capabilities in research. These scholars should also actively respond to NIDILRR, NIH, and AHQR “calls for comments” and actively participate in these agencies’ strategic planning sessions (e.g., NIDILRR’s Long-Range Plan listening session) soliciting input from the field where they can emphasize minority-focused research, disability, and bilingual research capacities as priority areas.

Technology Barriers

- Lack of access to technology.
- Limited IT infrastructure.
- Concerns with transitioning classes to online format post-COVID-19.
- Persons of color have less access to high-tech IT interventions and services.

Actionable Recommendation: MSI presidents should provide up-dated technological resources to their faculty scholars to address access concerns that may limit research publication and grant writing performance. An audit and review of existing systems followed by an overhaul, where needed, could prove fruitful in stimulating competitive R&D in the COVID-19 era and beyond. Additional information technology (IT) support and training in online teaching platforms (e.g., Zoom) usage during the pandemic may be warranted; thereby minimizing technology challenges occurring as faculty scholars transition from a traditional classroom setting to distance learning. Such measures might help protect their time spent dealing with IT issues that could be otherwise devoted to research.

Budgetary Constraints

- As money is reallocated in response to COVID-19, the capacity for new and emerging research will depend on institutional budgets.

Actionable Recommendation: MSI presidents should reallocate funds in their operational budgets to support their faculty scholars’ engagement in COVID-19 research. One creative strategy is to develop a “quick response” mini-grant program dedicated to stimulating COVID-19 collaborative research on campus. Faculty scholars could be provided with a mini-grant stipend (e.g., $3,500) to pay research participant honoraria, purchase needed supplies, and hire a part-time student research assistant to help develop a mini-conference webinar whereby study findings could be presented. In this case, faculty scholars might desire to seek collaborators at other MSIs, PWIs, or research institutes and foundations with similar pandemic research interests.

Lack of Awareness of Funding Opportunities

- Increase awareness among HCBUs and other MSIs about the funding available to them to address the research needs of people and communities of color.
- Institutions lack informal networking channels that help them learn about securing funding for research.

Actionable Recommendation: HBCU and other MSI research leaders or sponsored programs directors should periodically invite representatives from NIDILRR, NIH, and AHQR to participate in webinars during the COVID-19 pandemic that inform their faculty scholars about their missions, discretionary grant mechanisms, funding opportunity announcements (FOAs), and how to apply to become a grant expert peer-reviewer, when feasible.
Limited Mentorship Opportunities
- Lack of mentorship opportunities for minority scholars.
- Lack of mentorship opportunities for faculty.
- Lack of faculty with research interest and expertise.

Actionable Recommendation: NIDILRR and other federal agencies should create new funding streams that support the development and field-testing of emerging and longitudinal evaluation of promising mentorship approaches targeting MSI-based early-career faculty scholars and students who can feed into the research training pipeline. For example, NIDILRR could provide supplemental funding via cooperative agreement to support expansion across the following LU-RRTC initiatives: (a) Early Intervention Research Career Pathway Model/Academy (EIRPAM), which mentors and trains pre-doctoral and doctoral students; (b) Peer Multiple Mentor Model (P3M), which trains Post-Doctoral Fellows via Advanced Rehabilitation Research Training Program; and (c) Peer-to-Peer Research Team Model- a component of IRCBIM, which mentors MSI-based Faculty/Fellows. New initiatives that allow the RRTC to provide mini-grant supplements to MSIs where their faculty scholars could be paired with seasoned peers with interest and/or expertise in COVID-19 R&D at other MSIs, research institutes/foundations and PWIs could also be productive.

Undervaluing Qualitative Research
- Qualitative research is useful for understanding experiences of people of color with disabilities.
- It is essential in understanding how non-dominant voices experience things.
- Need to focus on getting better outcomes research to increase understanding of issues in the community.

Actionable Recommendation: NIDILRR should demonstrate its value for a heterogeneous array of research approaches highlighting its value for qualitative methodologies that answer large questions that need to be addressed. Qualitative research “gives voice” to or empowers people who have been historically silenced, excluded or marginalized socially, economically, or politically. People of color with disabilities in the COVID-19 and social determinants of health context represent such individuals, and so qualitative methods align nicely with an agenda of increasing their power to self-determine health and function, employment, and community living and participation goals. Moreover, advancing the science beyond RSA-911 data-driven ex-post-facto studies toward forecast and prediction models in the COVID-19 era is warranted. This futuristic approach of carrying out solutions-focused translational research allows for unforeseen problems to be empirically predicted so that plans can be drawn up and implemented ahead of time to prevent devastating service inequities and implications.

Dissemination Challenges
- Limited capacity to disseminate findings to communities.

Actionable Recommendation: NIDILRR should provide MSI-based faculty scholars, including those not funded by the agency, conducting COVID-19 applied research involving persons of color with disabilities access to research dissemination technical assistance and consultation offered through its funded Knowledge Translation Centers. The LU-RRTC could also provide support in this area. Supplemental funding might be needed in either case, depending upon the volume of requests and workload.

2. What external research capacity building barriers do minority-serving institutions experience that might hinder them in advancing the COVID-19 disability/health and rehabilitation science that focuses on people of color with disabilities?

Peer Reviews
- Ensure that peer reviewers from traditionally underrepresented racial/ethnic groups are included.

Actionable Recommendation: NIDILRR and other federal research agencies should develop comprehensive recruitment plans that help to increase the number of people of color, including those with disabilities, represented as grant competition expert panel reviewers. These agencies might also consider developing an online “grant review panel portal” whereby MSI-based faculty scholars and researchers can retrieve expert panel reviewer guidelines and rules and apply to become a reviewer.

External Communications from Funders
- Finding funding can be difficult.
- For institutions that do not have existing funding, it can be hard to know where to look and know what funding is available.

Actionable Recommendation: NIDILRR, NIH, and other federal agencies should develop new creative avenues to communicate opportunities (i.e., FOAs, requests for comments, grants forecasts) with MSI-based faculty scholars and researchers. MSI sponsored programs offices should also identify new strategies that facilitate better communication between federal agencies and their campus constituents, particularly faculty scholars. A joint federal agency-MSI office of sponsored programs committee may be needed to study and identify promising strategies to enhance awareness and knowledge about potential funding opportunities.

Partnerships and Networks
- Need to build or bridge more effectively across institutions to develop networks to engage in collaborative research.
- Predominantly White institutions are interested in partnering with researchers at MSIs but have expressed concern their research skills are assumed not to be as solid on this topic.
- Partnerships are critical in research, yet few inter-institution partners and collaborations exist.
- Partnerships on research efforts might not be a priority for state agencies focused on maintaining and sustaining services.

Actionable Recommendation: NIDILRR should develop priorities that encourage, not require, MSI and PWI collaborations on COVID-19 R&D. HBCU and PWI collaborations have proved difficult in some cases, and so...
expectations that the former leads and participates in all phases of the scientific paradigm should be clarified upfront. Meaningful MSI partnerships and networks that help leverage research skill needs could help to stimulate competitive scientific inquiry in the pandemic era and beyond.

**Funding**
- There are structural barriers to funding (e.g., large institutions seem to have priority).
- Universities with highly known researchers and resources have better networking power.
- More funding is needed that is specific to MSIs, HBCUs, and TCUs.

**Actionable Recommendation:** NIDILRR should prioritize and continue to gear funding streams and research capacity building efforts toward MSIs that have been historically underrepresented as grantees across the federal research enterprise. Whereas larger MSIs and PWIs have dominated the federal agency minority R&D funding landscape, institutions that impetus mandates (i.e., Section 21) intended to advantage have largely been forgotten due to research capacity challenges (e.g., inefficient office of sponsored programs and institutional review boards [IRBs], lack of research mentors) as well as federal research agency policy and systems issues (i.e., FOAs stipulating and forcing MSI-PWI collaborations- when they can be counter-productive; PWIs serving as grantees for NIDILRR funded MSI capacity building efforts whereas resources fail to track MSI capacity and infrastructure needs).

**Funding Allocation Bias**
- Federal funding favors traditional middle class medical or hard science research.
- Reviewers are often not people of color, so submissions not reviewed fairly.
- Lack of culturally competent reviewers.
- Providing resources to some not all, resulting in bullying and favoritism.

**Actionable Recommendation:** NIDILRR and other federal research agencies should embrace the current evolitional shift from the traditional paradigm of “grant making” to a new way of thinking that recognizes the (a) importance of social science research as an investigatory approach to addressing disability/health and rehabilitation problems, especially in light of the need to understand social determinants of health among people of color with disabilities in the COVID-19 context, and (b) critical role that cultural competency among reviewers plays in critiquing grant proposals that ultimately address priorities of national significance. These agencies might consider integrating a cultural competency segment within its training or orientation for expert panel reviewers, albeit identifying researchers of color who already possess such competencies may represent an optimal approach.

**Access to Information**
- Access to primary data from hospitals, NIH, and CDC is limited.

**Actionable Recommendation:** NIDILRR, NIH, and other federal research agencies should collaboratively fund an annual networking conference to provide MSI-based faculty and researchers opportunities to learn about data availability and IRB approval processes in rehabilitation agencies and centers, hospitals, community health centers, etc. Federal agencies and their PIs leading sponsored projects should be on hand to discuss data availability through their centers/laboratories and ways to access this information and/or collaborate. The Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research (ICPSR), a data archive that preserves and makes data available over several generational shifts in technology, could also provide webinar training to MSI-based faculty about how to access available data in their repository.

**Structural Inequality**
- The higher education research environment is controlled, dominated, and constrained by elite, wealthy institutions like Harvard, MIT, etc., which negatively affects research trajectories and capacities.
- The barriers institutions are experiencing are not unique to COVID-19 research; they are the same barriers institutions experience in general and boils down to the root cause of equity.

**Actionable Recommendation:** NIDILRR, NIH, and other federal research agencies should inventory all current streams of funding to determine if inequalities exist by institutional type (i.e., HBCUs, HSIs, TCUs, AANAPISIs, and PWIs) across R&D investments. Findings of gross inequalities in funding levels drastically favoring elite wealthy institutions and PWIs in general should signify a “mandate” for agency leaders to aggressively and strategically rectify such discrepancies. Prior seminal research in both NIDILRR and NIH contexts have reported differential funding by institutional type (HBCU compared to PWIs) and race proxy, respectively. Substantial progress in mitigating the under-participation of HBCUs and other MSIs in the federal R&D enterprise will not be realized without addressing power (e.g., PWI resources, research expertise, networks) and privilege (e.g., diversity at the NIDILRR peer-review table and within NIDILRR leadership) that have advantaged elite wealthy institutions and PWIs. While PWIs have enjoyed a 60+ year head start on HBCUs in R&D via the 1950s funding explosion and consequent “Matthew Effect” advantages in grantsmanship, federal research agencies continue to grapple with creating responsive, culturally contextualized policies and initiatives that strengthen these under-resourced institutions’ capacity to compete for discretionary R&D funding. New funding streams will be required to actualize effective capacity building approaches and models that can sustain and eventually advance the marginal progress achieved.

**Stereotypes**
- There are historical stereotypes that MSIs do not have the knowledge to conduct substantive research.
- There are assumptions that MSIs do not have the bandwidth or time to bring outcomes to communities.

**Actionable Recommendation:** NIDILRR, NIH, and other federal research agencies have a responsibility to help eliminate societal attitudinal barriers hindering the translation of solutions that improve health and rehabilitation experiences and outcome among individuals with disabilities from
the communities of color they serve. A traditional model for combatting such stereotypes has been to require PWI collaborations for enhanced research credibility. This approach has proven controversial and complicated given dueling MSI and PWI agendas, differing personalities, and the notion that PWI collaborators often perpetuate these negative stereotypes themselves. This is why federal agencies must take the lead in helping to change these negative perspectives by (a) enhancing the visibility of the cutting-edge research being conducted by these institutions across their funded class, and (b) significantly expanding research capacity building initiatives at these institutions. The COVID-19 pandemic offers these agencies a unique window to pursue this strategic objective.

**Lack of Focus on Disability Issues**
- Disability is a low priority to those who are not directly dealing with a disability in their lives.
- Disability is the main issue for this conversation, and discrimination exists, (e.g., the public schools waving IDEA mandates during this pandemic).

**Actionable Recommendation:** NIDILRR should commission a public policy analysis to identify gaps that have led to the disenfranchisement and continued marginalization of people of color with disabilities across health and function, employment, and community outcome domains. This study would review relevant public policy, reveal and prioritize gaps, and lead to the drafting of strategic plans that articulate what is needed in modified and/or new policy to address disparate experiences among people of color with disabilities.

**Lack of Minority Perspective**
- Research issues should include the minority perspective.
- Community needs assessments are important to ensure communities of color have a voice in what will benefit them.
- Funders should recognize that people of color with disabilities might have a different perspective.
- Community-based participatory research might not be sufficiently engaging with a wide number of communities of people with disabilities.
- Open community reporting systems can alert researchers about issues.
- Does the disability research sector think it is important to pay attention to people of color with disabilities? Do they think they are getting enough attention because of the disproportionate impact of COVID-19 on communities of color?
- Training in Indigenous research methods is proven in Native communities.

**Actionable Recommendation:** NIDILRR should periodically assess and identify disability/health and rehabilitation needs of persons with disabilities from communities of color. Strategies that might be considered for achieving this objective include (a) establishing a National Advisory Board on Minority Disability/Health and Rehabilitation Issues that helps guide the agency’s Section 21 and overall long-range strategic diversity efforts; (b) commissioning a national comprehensive needs assessment to illuminate perspectives; and (c) sponsoring Indigenous research methods training that targets Indian country (i.e., TCUs, Tribal councils, Native American rehabilitation organizations [Consortia of Administrators for Native American Rehabilitation- CANAR], and Native Americans with disabilities and their family members).

**Tribal Restrictions**
- Restrictions on external researchers or complete Tribal shutdowns may prevent fieldwork.

**Actionable Recommendation:** TCU and Tribal leaders and elders should work to lift restrictions on external researchers during this unprecedented COVID-19 pandemic era to ensure that complications in Indian Country are receiving the attention they deserve. Stipulations requiring external researchers to demonstrate that TCUs will serve as grant applicants (in case grants are developed) and that PIs will be drawn from TCU-based Native American faculty scholars closest to the problems should be prioritized.

3. What short-term and long-range strategies should NIDILRR and other federal agencies (e.g., NIH) that sponsor disability/health and rehabilitation research develop to enhance the research skills (i.e., methodology and grant writing) of faculty members at minority-serving institutions so that they can contribute toward advancing COVID-19 science aimed at improving employment, health and function, and community participation outcomes and experiences among people of color with disabilities?

**Increase Funding Opportunities**
- There is a need for additional funding streams to address these issues.
- This may include fellowships, scholarships, conferences, and community outreach funding.
- Award multiple small grants to individual researchers within a bigger grant.
- Research at MSIs is important because there is often distrust between minorities and the medical community.

**Actionable Recommendation:** In the short-term, NIDILRR and other federal agencies should develop FOAs through new and/or expand existing funding streams that sponsor COVID-19 R&D involving people of color with disabilities at MSIs. Specifically, NIDILRR should increase the number of awards to be funded under the upcoming 2020 MSI-Field Initiated Program (FIP) competition. Funding allocations could also support (a) pre-doctoral, post-doctoral and faculty scholars trained and mentored in COVID-19 R&D, (b) multiple mini-grant subawards distributed to MSIs by NIDILRR funded MSI incumbents with rapid response and “turn-key” capabilities, and (c) COVID-19 research projects grounded within networks involving MSI-based medical schools and the communities of color they serve where distrust is a non-factor.

**Adapt the Funding Process**
- Identify strengths of individual MSIs and target invitations and RFPs to those strengths.
- Disburse grants that enable MSIs to undertake research.
• Provide funds at the time of need.
• Consider how to address challenges resulting from limited time/resources/support to write grants.

**Actionable Recommendation:** NIDILRR, NIH, and other federal research agencies should work long-term to tailor FOA priorities that complement MSIs’ strengths that can be leveraged to study COVID-19 issues and other disability/health and rehabilitation topics. For example, TCUs’ have an expertise in Indigenous knowledge and culture, which are important factors for understanding service access phenomenon. In order to effectively study such issues within Native American communities, investigators themselves must value and appreciate cultural context through their own lived experiences. This contextualization contrasts worldviews (Indigenous versus non-Indigenous) and could ultimately empower Native American investigators to view the problem through an Indigenous lens, which helps them to arrive at the truth. Questions arise within these milieus that require an in-depth understanding of culture, such as: How do Native Americans see western medicine and health service dynamics and benefits in contrast to Tribal healing custom?, What vocational rehabilitation/employment agendas might need Tribal elders’ approvals? A plethora of other disability/health and rehabilitation issues exist in Indian country where Indigenous knowledge and culture are crucial to effectively translating new interventions and policies for improving health and rehabilitation services and outcomes.

**Develop COVID Framework and Intermediate RFPs**
• NIDILRR could develop an overarching COVID-19 specific research framework that encourages research that addresses broad questions.
• Research should address the current community needs.
• Consider immediately putting out COVID-specific RFPs to fund interventions and much-needed support.
• While supplements to existing grants would be helpful (and would offer more ability for immediate response), there is also a need to have a full competitive grant where COVID-19 is the primary focus.
• A concern might be that supplements to current grantees will limit the possibility of increasing the budget for MSI field-initiated grants.

**Actionable Recommendation:** NIDILRR should in the short-term sponsor a consortium to assess its Long-Range Plan assets to develop a COVID-19 framework and recommend how to invest in R&D, research capacity building, and knowledge translation that has direct impact on communities of color during the pandemic era and beyond. Based upon what was heard in this listening session, we developed an *Emerging Conceptual Framework for Advancing the COVID-19 Science Involving People of Color with Disabilities through MSI Research Capacity Building.* This framework could serve as a good starting point for NIDILRR to further nuance its decisions around R&D and capacity-building investments and priorities. New FOAs should be drafted and published, and supplements via cooperative agreement fully executed with MSIs as a rapid response strategy.

**Increase Awareness and Information Dissemination**
• NIDILRR should increase awareness of their work and share knowledge coming out of their research.
• Dissemination of research is just as critical as the research itself.

**Actionable Recommendation:** NIDILRR should, in the long-term, continue to promote its MSI grantees’ R&D accomplishments by (a) highlighting grantees’ findings in the National Rehabilitation Information Center’s (NARIC) “Research in Focus” Weekly Digest, (b) encouraging them to publish findings in the form of research-to-practice briefs and fact-sheets that can be disseminated widely external to the academy and magazines that channel information to target populations within readerships, and (c) informing grantees about dissemination technical assistance available through NIDILRR funded Knowledge Translation Centers.

**Offer Training/Mentoring**
• NIDILRR could offer training, workshops, and webinars for researchers from HBCUs on financial and other resources.
• Provide TA webinars to help MSIs address research to focus on what can be done and how it can be done.
• Help potential researchers gain better understanding of the grant writing and selection process.
• Provide information about developing and implementing projects and publishing and presenting findings.
• Identify aggregate, systemic general shortcomings of MSIs and develop resources to address them: grant writing workshops (including examples of previously accepted grants compared to rejected; opportunities for MSI faculty to work with non-MSIs); opportunities for MSI faculty to work with non-MSI faculty, and/or NIDILRR staff and administration to develop rapport, share current research topics and needs, discuss trends in methods and recruitment of research participants; and develop an MSI-focused working group to enhance dialogue between MSIs and NIDILRR administration.
• Highlight and share the different kinds of research frameworks: exploratory, intervention, and efficacy-based research.

**Actionable Recommendation:** NIDILRR and other federal agencies should in the long-term develop new priorities and/or expand existing initiatives designed to build new networks between MSIs, research institutes/foundations and PWIs. Mentorship should be included as a priority; however other components that will need be provided include (a) NIDILRR informational on its grant mechanisms/programs and grants forecast relating to COVID-19 and R&D in general, (b) grant writing and research methods training workshops/webinars or conferences, and (c) manuscript development for peer-review journal submission workshop trainings.

**Develop Support Networks**
• How could NIDILRR assist in connecting researchers who have a health and function focus with researchers who have an employment focus?
• Create regional networks to tackle current and future healthcare issues.

**Actionable Recommendation:** NIDILRR should emphasize in its Long-Range Plan the importance and need for interdisciplinary collaborative scientific teams composed of health and function and employment researchers at MSIs and when feasible PWIs, and/or research institutes and foundations to cross-fertilize scientific investigations aimed at translating findings that diminish service inequalities experienced by people of color with disabilities across both outcome domains.

4. **In the short and long-term, what things should NIDILRR and other federal agencies (e.g., NIH) that sponsor disability/health and rehabilitation research be doing to build the needed research infrastructure at minority-serving institutions to effectively respond to COVID-19 challenges?**

**Increase Access to Mentors**
- Create/support mentorship opportunities for junior faculty members with grant interest.

**Actionable Recommendation:** In the long-term, NIDILRR and other federal research agencies should develop priorities that establish new or expand current mentorship initiatives targeting MSIs. Such models should promote MSI-based mentee/fellow access to seasoned mentors from other MSIs, PWIs, and research institutes and foundations and emphasize the need to cross-fertilize research studies through collaborative interdisciplinary scientific teams.

**Develop Capacity Building Resources**
- Can NIDILRR put together teams to help show how to build capacity?
- Support a hands-on, “expert-in-residence” that can help institutions build capacity. It would be helpful to have principal investigators do rotations at HBCUs and other institutions to help build their research capacity.
- Provide ongoing workshops, and webinars on how to read and respond to RFPs, support for writing scholarly publications designing a research proposal, qualitative methods.

**Actionable Recommendation:** NIDILRR should in the short-term sponsor initiatives that address limited research capacity at MSIs during the COVID-19 pandemic by (a) convening a team of researchers and expert consultants to provide HBCUs and other MSIs technical assistance and consultation aimed at enhancing research infrastructure (e.g., office of sponsored programs and IRB), and (b) rotating expert cohorts as trainers across these institutions to increase their faculty scholars’ abilities to write competitive grants, publish research findings in peer-reviewed journals, and conduct qualitative research programs.

**Offer Grant Levels**
- Have different levels of funding (small, medium, large-scale grants).

**Actionable Recommendation:** NIDILRR should in the long-term develop FOA priorities that establish research programs at MSIs addressing COVID-19 and other disability/health and rehabilitation problems impacting people of color with disabilities under the following small to large scaled funding mechanisms; Advanced Rehabilitation Research Training (ARRT), Disability Rehabilitation Research Projects (DRRP), MSI-Field Initiated Program (FIP), Rehabilitation Engineering Research Centers (RERC), Rehabilitation Research and Training Centers (RRTCs), Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR), and the Switzer Research Fellowship Program.

**Build Partnerships**
- Can Disability Offices have a role in COVID-19 research and help implement practical solutions?
- Look beyond the disability field and systems and build partnerships with other systems and organizations serving communities of color.

**Actionable Recommendation:** NIDILRR should, in the long-term, publish FOA priorities that encourage MSIs to partner with disability, health or rehabilitation agencies and other organizations at the community grassroots level (e.g., churches, mosques, synagogues, Black fraternities, and sororities) that can assist them in knowledge translation efforts.

5. **What topics and priorities should NIDILRR and other federal agencies that fund disability/health and rehabilitation research develop to address COVID-19 implications in the short-term and long-term among people of color with disabilities?**

- Social determinants of health as they relate to people with disabilities
- Comorbidities that make people more vulnerable to COVID-19
  - Predictors of comorbidity of disability and COVID-19 (e.g., lifestyle factors).
  - COVID-19, diabetes, and intergenerational issues related to race.
- Health disparities and health literacy
- How to access underserved communities (e.g., rural areas, working with Centers for Independent Living)
- Addressing service delivery models and supports during COVID-19
  - Healthcare silos.
  - Accessible, affordable housing and other community living supports.
- Mental health
  - Depression and anxiety among persons with COVID-19, their families, and their caregivers.
- Communication
  - Effective communication solutions.
  - Sources of COVID-19 information and how it is translated into behavior changes by people with disabilities, and the obstacles to implementing such changes.
  - Asking the community what the barriers are (e.g., method of communication).
  - How do disability accommodations interact with virus safety messages?
• Social supports
  ◦ Effect of social distancing on home health, transportation, and other social services
  ◦ Role of family care providers
• Work/employment
  ◦ Work-life management
  ◦ Role of minority businesses in research and outreach to individuals with disabilities
  ◦ Impact of remote work on well-being and job satisfaction
  ◦ Employment for persons with and who recovered from COVID-19
  ◦ Access to job coaches
• Resources
  ◦ Utilizing, improving, and expanding existing resources
  ◦ Access and accommodation of technology
• Access to quality healthcare for people of color
  ◦ Trust of healthcare providers
• Socialization
  ◦ Isolation and resources (i.e., assistive technology) needed to connect
  ◦ Social well-being
• Education
  ◦ Transitioning students with disabilities from racial/ethnic minority groups
  ◦ Poor pre-health student placement foreshadowing experiences due to COVID-19
  ◦ Adverse childhood experiences (ACEs) and COVID-19
• Response
  ◦ Community engagement in emergency operation centers and response activities
  ◦ Effective solutions from communities of color
  ◦ Facilitating self-advocacy, self-efficacy, and self-determination in COVID-19 era
  ◦ Effectiveness of an online support intervention during the pandemic that provides social support but also qualitative information about local needs of disability community/community of color
  ◦ Lived experience of COVID-19 among people with disabilities and social supports
• Impact of decarceration during COVID-19
• Prevention of COVID-19
• Interdisciplinary issues
• Post-op time for recovery due to lack of rehabilitation services
• Institutional racism and the impact on COVID-19 treatment
• How to make space for people of color with disabilities

**Actionable Recommendation:** NIDILRR should develop new priorities in FOAs that allow MSI applicants to propose research addressing any of the above-noted topics. The peer-review process will discern the topics’ problem relevance and overall importance.

---

**Figure 1** shows a graphic representation of our conceptual framework. This agenda is grounded in a new paradigm that embraces MSI research participation as the sine-qua-non for advancing COVID-19 minority-focused disability/health and rehabilitation research. Its design was informed by themes from the listening session proceedings; literature review; and the LU-RRTC research team’s extensive hands-on experiences in implementing and field-testing new research capacity building models and approaches at MSIs. The framework conceives public policies (e.g., Section 21 of the Rehabilitation Act Amendments, President Donald J. Trump’s Presidential Executive Order on the White House Initiative to Promote Excellence and Innovation at HBCUs) and investments made by federal research agencies (e.g., NIDILRR, NIH) that sponsor disability/health and rehabilitation R&D as having the greatest impact on overall research capacity (i.e., infrastructure and skill building) for ultimately eliminating disparities experienced by people of color with disabilities. NIDILRR’s 2018-2023 Long-Range Plan, which identifies research capacity building at MSIs as a critical investment for eliminating disparities, provides the roadmap for designing interventions. Within this background, social determinants of health and MSIs interact with each other on an ongoing basis. As a result, R&D activities respond to communities of color needs, culture, and their members’ worldview.

Consistent with NIDILRR’s 2018-2023 Long-Range Plan,60 the framework identifies three broad strategic and overlapping research capacity building interventions:

1. **Building research infrastructures:** The listening session participants frequently identified research infrastructure as a key area that needs to be developed at MSIs. Such infrastructures generally include, but are not limited to facilities, office of sponsored programs, IRBs, up-to-date databases, modern libraries, and technologies that support effective R&D.61 Building this infrastructure should also focus on streamlining institutional systems that lead to a coherent institutional research architecture.

2. **Research skill development:** This intervention involves equipping faculty scholars and students with a variety of methodological (both western and Indigenous) and grant writing and management tools necessary to carry out complex research projects with confidence and a sense of self-efficacy. For example, listening session participants recommended skills development in the areas of reading and responding to FOAs, writing scholarly publications, designing research proposals, and employing quantitative and qualitative methods.

3. **Developing collaborations and networks:** Internal and external research collaborations and networks are vital ingredients for both capacity building efforts and scientifically answering complex societal questions62 such as those centered on mitigation of the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic. As reflected clearly in the listening
session proceedings, participants identified the need to build or bridge more effectively across institutions to develop networks engaged in collaborative interdisciplinary research. Internal collaborations refer to researchers within the same university working together to advance pandemic-related disability/health and rehabilitation questions about people of color with disabilities. External collaborations involve MSI-based researchers working with others (e.g., MSIs, PWIs, research institutes/foundations, state and federal vocational rehabilitation entities, hospitals, community-based disability, and health programs). In tandem with this new paradigm, external collaborations, especially with PWIs, are considered critical and meaningful when MSIs play a leadership role (i.e., as grantees/principal investigator, lead authors, or research team leaders). Unfortunately, many current and past collaborations between MSIs and PWIs have mostly favored PWIs. Consequently, such collaborations have not always been beneficial to MSIs’ capacity building agendas and advancing the state of minority-focused disability/health and rehabilitation science.\textsuperscript{20,27}

MSIs are depicted as open subsystems (represented by the dotted lines) of the larger U.S. R&D ecosystem. As an open subsystem, they influence and are influenced by the external environment (e.g., public policies and social determinants of health). Thus, MSIs are co-creators and consumers of new knowledge and innovations. This ongoing interaction between social determinants of health and MSIs ensures that R&D activities take into account persons’ of color with disabilities history, sociocultural and economic contexts.\textsuperscript{53,55} Ongoing research capacity building efforts at MSIs are viewed as critical to a sustained scientific training pipeline leading to a more diversified research community. Research leaders at MSIs represent R&D sustainability and resilience. They also link their institutions with service providers, consumers, and policymakers through knowledge translation activities (e.g., developing tool kits, participating in think tanks meetings, and reporting progress to NIDILRR and other federal agencies). In the short-term, the field will witness increased culturally appropriate research productivity (e.g., peer-reviewed publications, successful grant applications, conference presentations, policy briefs, and other knowledge translation products) and assistive technology. The framework conceives improved service systems and outcomes, new/modified policies designed to address the needs of people of color with disabilities, and the alleviation of COVID-19 disability/health and rehabilitation disparities as intermediate impacts. Participants identified systemic biases in the service

These interventions (inputs), when implemented well, will lead to empowered MSIs. Key indicators include (a) enhanced institutional COVID-19 R&D infrastructure, (b) availability of a critical mass of well-trained researchers, including those with disabilities, at these institutions conducting R&D activities that generate new culturally competent knowledge and innovations that can be used to inform policy decision making, service delivery system, and future research, and (c) enhanced research culture. In addition, there will be increased awareness about NIDILRR and other federal agencies that support disability/health and rehabilitation research. Indeed, several participants identified communication gaps between federal agencies and MSIs, which partly contributes to their under-participation in the federal R&D enterprise. Accordingly, they recommended that NIDILRR and other federal agencies establish communication mechanisms that facilitate quicker dissemination of information about available research resources and opportunities.
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**Figure 1.** An Emerging Conceptual Framework for Advancing the COVID-19 Science Involving People of Color with Disabilities through MSI Research Capacity Building
delivery system as major drivers of disparities across racial/ethnic groups. In the long-term, empowered MSIs will contribute to the elimination of such inequities through improved experiences and outcomes across NIDILRR interconnected outcome domains (i.e., employment, health and function, and community living and participation). The elimination of inequalities remains a major priority of NIDILRR and other federal research agencies.

### Conclusion

As the COVID-19 crisis continues to evolve, its devastating impacts on individuals from communities of color have become more apparent. Unfortunately, considerable knowledge and data gaps remain due to a dearth of rigorous action research that could help the field better understand how this pandemic is impacting people of color with disabilities across health and function, employment, and community participation outcome domains. This research gap could have far-reaching policy, practice, and research implications because such insufficient information hinders the field’s capacity to design effective interventions and policies to address disparities illuminated by this pandemic. Scarce data availability for policymakers and strategists as well as health and rehabilitation care professionals could result in ineffective policy and practice decisions, respectively, which in turn perpetuates existing inequalities. Therefore, a key research objective is to develop an evidence-base that can inform sound practice and policy decisions that address COVID-19 issues. Accordingly, there is an urgent need to develop the context for a national long-range strategy that addresses these gaps through strengthening MSIs’ capacity to participate in pandemic research and beyond. This policy brief represents a beginning small, but important step toward constructing this plan by expounding upon the listening session to develop actionable items and propose an Emerging Conceptual Framework for Advancing the COVID-19 Science Involving People of Color with Disabilities through MSI Research Capacity Building. This framework can potentially not only guide the pandemic’s R&D response agenda, but also a long-range plan aimed at alleviating persistent disparities experienced by people of color with disabilities.
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## Related RRTC Publications

*The following additional resources published by RRTC investigators may be of interest to readers of this Policy Research Brief.*

**Title:** A Multisite Evaluation of an Emerging Institutional Research Capacity Building and Infrastructure Model for Advancing the Science on Disability/Health and Rehabilitation Research Capacity Building at Minority-Serving Institutions

**Abstract:** New multi-level research capacity building strategies targeting minority-serving institutions are needed to empower them to optimally participate in the generation of new knowledge that can be translated into innovative interventions and advanced technologies resulting in improved rehabilitation and health outcomes and experiences among people of color with disabilities. The current findings support IRCBIM as one such promising multi-dimensional institutional research capacity building strategy. This current evaluation of the model across the five participating HBCUs, HSIs, and TCU will lead to subsequent refined national efforts aimed at assessing longitudinal benefits that help extensively address Section 21; thereby continuing to level the playing field for such under-resourced institutions to compete for funding across NIDILRR’s broad investment portfolio (i.e., Advanced Rehabilitation Research Training [ARRT], Disability Rehabilitation Research Projects [DRRP], Field Initiated Projects [FIP], Rehabilitation Engineering Research Centers [RERC], Rehabilitation Research and Training Centers [RRTCs], Small Business Innovation Research [SBIR], Spinal Cord/Burn/Traumatic Brain Injury Model Systems, and the Switzer Research Fellowship Program). As one participant clearly observed, “I think that when you think about the availability of resources at PWIs [predominantly White institutions], this effort [IRCBIM] attempts to, you know, level the playing field.” This observation corroborates well documented evidence attesting that minority-serving institutions seldom receive their fair share of R&D resources.


**Title:** Research Productivity in Rehabilitation, Disability, and Allied Health Programs: A Focus Group Perspective on Minority-Serving Institutions

**Abstract:** The article outlines select individual and institutional factors that could contribute to rehabilitation, disability, and health research productivity among minority-serving institutions (MSIs; i.e., historically Black colleges/universities, Hispanic-serving institutions, and American Indian tribal colleges/universities). We conducted 1 focus group with 12 faculty members from MSIs to identify their perceptions on research productivity factors. Both purposive and convenience sampling techniques were used to recruit participants. Data were audio-recorded and transcribed. An open coding approach was used to generate themes and codes, and the analysis was completed using NVivo (Version 10). Focus group discussion led to the identification of several factors that influence rehabilitation, disability, and health research productivity at MSIs. Such identified factors included, but were not limited to, heavy teaching and service loads, time management issues, lack of collaboration, limited mentors, insufficient financial resources, inadequate administrative and research culture, and insufficient state and donor funding. Focus group participants also suggested relevant topics and sources as informational materials for improving scientific productivity. The findings point to the need for MSIs to make greater financial and intellectual investments in their research infrastructure and culture. Moreover, federal research agencies should also consider making greater research capacity building and research and development funding investments at these institutions.


**Title:** Career Development Factors for Minority Disability and Health Research Leaders: A Key Informant Study

**Abstract:** This study examined and documented minority disability and health research leaders’ experiences and perspectives on career development challenges and success strategies. A sample of 15 African American, American Indian or Alaskan Native, Latino, and Asian research leaders as key
informants participated in the inquiry. Research team members and external project advisory panel members collaboratively developed the interview protocol consisting of 8 questions designed to elicit information about career development factors. Trained interviewers conducted semistructured telephone interviews to collect data. Verbatim transcripts of the audiotapes and participant demographics were the primary data that were analyzed using NVivo (Version 10.0). Individual sociocultural challenges (e.g., cultural barriers, language/communication issues, family life issues, and limited collaboration opportunities), institutional research environmental concerns (e.g., bureaucracy, alienation, insufficient research support funds, and discrimination), and federal research agency policy and systems context–induced issues (e.g., limited mentorship opportunities, inadequate supply of minority research leaders and role models, unhealthy competition, and lack of equal opportunity) emerged among key informants’ perspectives as important barriers. Identified success strategies included the need for early career investigators to build, expand, and use support networks, establish multidisciplinary collaborations, develop strong work ethic, enhance research skills (e.g., methodological and grant writing), and obtain capable mentorship. The aforementioned factors should be considered in the creation of new career development models and paradigms aimed at diversifying the scientific workforce.


Title: Key Informant Perspectives on Federal Research Agency and Policy Systems and Scientific Workforce Diversity Development: A Companion Study

Abstract: In the previous analysis of key informant perspectives on minority research leaders’ career development factors, we identified individual and sociocultural, institutional, and federal research agency (i.e., National Institute on Disability, Independent Living, and Rehabilitation Research; National Institutes of Health; Agency for Healthcare Quality and Research; Office of Disability, Aging, and Long-Term Care Policy) policy and systems-induced challenges. An analysis of their viewpoints about what policy and systems-induced facilitators can be considered as actionable for increasing the pool of seasoned minority researchers was not undertaken. Here in this companion study, data collected on 15 key informants’ perspectives regarding policy initiatives and strategies that can be considered by these agencies to diversify the behavioral, social science, clinical, and biomedical scientific workforce were analyzed. This companion analysis employed the same methods as reflected in the previous study. Select federal research agency policy and systems-induced factors (i.e., research career pathways, social justice context, designated funding streams, and interprofessional multidisciplinary collaborations) emerged as important. The findings can inform the development of new or modified federal research agency sponsored field-initiated strategies and internal policy and systems that could lead to an increased supply of seasoned minority investigators.


Title: Research Capacity Building: A historically Black College/University-Based Case Study of a Peer-to Peer Mentor Research Model

Abstract: To evaluate a peer-to-peer mentor research team model (PPMRTM) in building investigators’ research skills (i.e., research methods and grant writing) at a historically Black college/university (HBCU) in the United States. Three different theories (i.e., planned change, critical mass, and self-efficacy), contemporary study findings, and our personal experiences as HBCU-based investigators provided a useful framework for developing the PPMRTM and corresponding intervention components. Three faculty members (herein referred to as fellows) and 5 mentors participated in the study. A concurrent equal status mixed methods design was used to triangulate data collected from 2 different sources: (a) a mixed methods (i.e., qualitative and quantitative) Web-based survey and (b) telephone interviews. The data were analyzed using SPSS Version 22 and NVivo Version 10.0. The findings indicated that mentors and fellows were satisfied with the mentorship relationship, the program design, and its processes. Fellows submitted, for the first time in their career, a research proposal to the National Institute on Disability, Independent Living, and Rehabilitation Research Minority Serving Institution-Field Initiated Program (Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance [CFDA 84.133]; G-4 research or G-5 development) for competitive funding consideration. This was a core goal of the program. They also indicated that their confidence to conduct research improved. The results suggest that the PPMRTM could represent a promising conceptual framework for conducting mentorship at HBCUs and other minority-serving institutions to improve early career research scientists’ research skills.


Title: A Disability Health and Institutional Research Capacity Building and infrastructure model evaluation: A Tribal College Based Case Study

Abstract: The purpose of this multimethod study was to evaluate the institutional research capacity building and infrastructure model (IRCBIM), an emerging innovative and integrated approach designed to build, strengthen, and sustain adequate disability and health research capacity (i.e., research infrastructure and investigators’ research skills) at tribal colleges and universities (TCUs) and other minority-serving institutions. A qualitative case study design was used to evaluate the model based on the perspectives of three different study participant groups (i.e., faculty members, staff/administrators,
and students). Semistructured interviews, document review, and observation were used to collect data. The IRCBIM showed promise in improving learning and retention outcomes, creating a pipeline for producing new Indigenous researchers and contributing toward their graduate schools success, and building institutional research environment and prestige. The challenges category addresses overall issues deemed to impede and limit the institution’s disability and health research capacity. The findings support IRCBIM as a promising institutional research capacity building approach. Such sustained efforts, coupled with synergistic long-term federal research agency (i.e., National Institute on Disability, Independent Living, and Rehabilitation Research) sponsorship, could empower TCUs to make “new knowledge” contributions to improving employment, community living and participation, and health outcomes among tribal community members with disabilities.


Title: Minority-Serving Institutions and Disability, Health, Independent Living, and Rehabilitation Research Participation Challenges: A Review of the Literature and Policy

Abstract: This article provided a comprehensive overview of select challenges that oftentimes prevent minority-serving institutions (MSIs) in the United States (i.e., historically Black colleges/universities, Hispanic-serving institutions, and American Indian tribal colleges/universities) from participating optimally in the federal research enterprise (i.e., National Institute on Disability, Independent Living, and Rehabilitation Research and National Institutes of Health). The authors completed a detailed synthesis of the available peer review and grey literature and policy on the subject matter while using the structural empowerment and critical mass models as theoretical lenses. Select research infrastructure issues (i.e., restrictive administrative culture, heavy teaching and service practices, inefficient offices of sponsored programs, the lack of research seed money units, inefficient institutional review boards, and limited library resources and technology infrastructure) and limited training opportunities (i.e., postdoctoral fellowship training programs, and grant writing training) are important considerations in MSI research capacity and productivity context. New state-of-the-science research capacity building approaches, paradigms, and conceptual models that address individual MSI-based investigators’ research skill development needs, institutional research infrastructure systems weaknesses, and federal research agency systems and policy issues need to be explored and scaled up for further efficacy testing through rigorous scientific methods.


Title: New Knowledge About Research Capacity Building: An Autoethnographic Approach to Understanding Skill Enhancement Strategies for Minority Researchers with Disabilities

Abstract: The purpose of this inquiry was to examine the research skill building and career development lived experiences of a Native American who is blind serving as a disability and rehabilitation researcher at a National Institute on Disability, Independent Living, and Rehabilitation Research (NIDILRR)-sponsored Rehabilitation Research and Training Center based at a historically Black college/university. Acknowledging that growing as a researcher is a lifelong process, this autoethnography presents challenges, lessons learned, and strategies for overcoming obstacles that may confront ethnic minorities with disabilities seeking to improve their research skills and develop research careers in the disability and rehabilitation field. Through the method of autoethnography, self-reflective stories and narratives were examined to expose marginalized position as an ethnic minority with a disability in terms of research skill enhancement and participation barriers. Emerging themes and skill building factors included familial and postsecondary educational supports, assistive technology, professional and community engagement opportunities, and peer-to-peer mentorship. Skill building challenges were also presented. Autoethnographic style is appropriate for not only presenting the lived research skill building and career development experiences of a minority early career investigator but also exploring factors that could be important in helping ethnic minorities with disabilities desiring to become disability and rehabilitation researchers.


Title: Lessons Learned from a Collaborative Approach to Research and Mentorship for Minority-Serving Institutions

Abstract: The purpose of this study was to describe the experience of implementing a collaborative model for research mentorship across various minority-serving institutions, specifically, historically Black colleges/universities (HBCUs), Hispanic-serving institutions (HSIs), and American Indian tribal colleges/universities (AITCUs). The peer-to-peer mentor research team model (PPMRTM) simultaneously provides peer-to-peer mentoring and traditional mentoring through a panel of mentors. Components of the model will be detailed and examples of success and challenges are presented. Several key practices such as nontraditional mentoring and instruction, combining resources, and committing to using best practices emerged as important factors contributing to successful research collaboration. The findings can have implications for other interinstitutional collaborations.

minority-serving institutions. Rehabilitation Research, Policy, and Education, 31(3), 272-282.

Title: Minority Entity Disability, Health, Independent Living, and Rehabilitation Research Productivity Facilitators: A Review and Synthesis of the Literature and Policy

Abstract: The U.S. federal research agency’s (i.e., National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Research [NIDRR], National Institutes of Health [NIH]) sponsored research capacity building (RCB) efforts in the field of disability, health, independent living, and rehabilitation have historically focused on individual research skill building activities (e.g., postdoctoral fellowships, advanced research methods and statistics courses, grant-writing workshops) as a main intervention to facilitate increased research productivity among investigators. However, investigators’ personal intrinsic attributes as well as federal research agency policy and systems context are rarely considered as research productivity facilitators. On trend, minority entity (ME) RCB efforts tend to focus on addressing a single challenge, research skill building, while oftentimes neglecting the importance of intrinsic factors and federal agency policy and systems context. The purpose of this review was to synthesize the available peer review and gray literature, and policy on factors that facilitate investigators’ research productivity. Recommendations for advancing the current state of the science on research productivity facilitators are presented.


Title: An Emerging Conceptual Framework for Conducting Disability, Health, Independent Living, and Rehabilitation Research Mentorship at Minority-Serving Institutions

Abstract: Research mentorship has long been considered a preeminent research capacity building (RCB) approach. However, existing mentorship models designed to improve the research skills (i.e., research methods and grant writing) of faculty scholars at United States minority serving institutions (i.e., historically Black colleges and universities, Hispanic serving institutions, and American Indian tribal colleges and universities) may be insufficient for building such capacities. This paper proposes an emerging conceptual framework for a new Peer-to-Peer Mentor Research Team Model (PPMRTM) designed to enhance the research skills of faculty scholars (herein referred to as fellows) and help to build the needed critical mass of researchers of color in the field of disability, health, independent living, and rehabilitation. A combination of Lippitt’s planned change theory and critical mass theory provided a useful framework to contextualize and support the design of this model. A set of recommended approaches that can be considered by federal research organizations (i.e., National Institute on Disability, Independent Living, and Rehabilitation Research, and National Institutes of Health), minority serving institutions, and researchers for assessment of the model and advancing the current state of science on minority serving institution RCB are presented.


Title: Policy and Systems Issues Limiting the Participation of Historically Black Colleges and Universities in the Federal Disability Research Agenda

Abstract: This study reports on an investigation of barriers that prevent historically Black colleges and universities (HBCUs) from fully participating in the federal disability and rehabilitation research and development (R&D) agenda. The Delphi technique was used to examine panelists’ perceptions on the importance of contextual R&D barriers ensuing from policy/systems issues across 13 different categories. The findings provide information about what Federal research entities (e.g., National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Research) and HBCU administrators can do to more effectively address the Section 21 Legislative Mandate of the 1992 Rehabilitation Act Amendments and stimulate competitive R&D participation across the HBCU community.


Title: Barriers to the Participation of Historically Black Colleges and Universities in the Federal Disability and Rehabilitation Research and Development Enterprise: The Researchers’ Perspective

Abstract: This monograph reports on a study investigating barriers that prevent historically Black colleges and universities (HBCUs) from fully participating in the Federal disability and rehabilitation research and development (R&D) agenda. The findings are based on the experiences of HBCU disability researchers. The Delphi Technique, mixed-methods approach, was used to examine panelists’ perceptions on the importance of contextual R&D barriers ensuing from policy and systems issues across 13 different categories. Findings indicated that the five most important barriers were heavy teaching loads, the lack of research mentors, HBCU administrative culture, heavy student advisement commitments, and Federal research entity expectations for HBCU proposal success. The authors discuss the Federal research entity expectation observation as a phenomenon than can be perhaps explained by what they coin as the “Federal Research Entity Expectation and HBCU Investigator Scholarly Self-Efficacy Relational Theory”. These findings provide information about what Federal research entity leaders and HBCU administrators can do to stimulate competitive disability and rehabilitation R&D participation across the HBCU community. Recommendations that can be considered for external and internal policy and systems
modifications to address the current under-funding and under-participation of HBCUs as “grantees” across the Federal disability and rehabilitation R&D enterprise’s investment portfolio [e.g., National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Research (NIDRR)] are presented.


Policy Research Briefs:

Title: Federal Research Agency Policy and Systems and Disability and Health Scientific Workforce Diversity Development: A Key Informant Study

Abstract: The purpose of this study was to examine minority research leaders’ perspectives on strategies and policy initiatives that the National Institute on Disability, Independent Living, and Rehabilitation Research (NIDILRR), National Institutes of Health (NIH), Agency for Healthcare Quality and Research (AHQR), and Office of Disability, Aging, and Long-term Care Policy can consider to help increase the pool of seasoned minority investigators available to answer important research questions, diversify the scientific workforce, and mentor early career minority researchers. The findings can inform the development of new or modified federal research agency sponsored field initiated strategies and internal policy and systems that could lead to an increased supply of seasoned minority investigators.


Title: An Evaluation of a Disability and Health Institutional Research Capacity Building and Infrastructure Model (IRCBIM) at a Tribal College/University: A Case Study Approach

Abstract: The purpose of this study was to evaluate the Peer-to-Peer Mentor Research Team Model (PMRTM), implemented at a historically Black college/university (HBCU) in the eastern region of the United States. The PMRTM represents an emerging conceptual framework for guiding the research capacity building science that considers mentoring across groups (i.e., between fellow research team cohorts and mentor panels), and within fellow research teams to be the new research skill building paradigm. The results suggest that the PMRTM could represent a promising conceptual framework for conducing mentorship at HBCUs and other minority-serving institutions to improve early career research scientists’ research skills.
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